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Have Fun and Help IFM Operation Holiday! Stay “In Touch” Through
Nov. 3 effort will raise $$$ for very necessary programs

10% of all sales from Taco Bell, Pizza Hut and
Blockbuster on Wednesday, Nov. 3rd, will be donated
to Inter-Faith Ministries Operation Holiday!
So eat, drink & watch a movie,
and help those who have less have a little more.

Notes of Sympathy

Our condolences to Phil Allen on the passing of his wife June Allen. Phil and
June were friends of the Church for many years We are also saddened to hear of
the passing of Helen Mastroly, a former member of First UU Church.
If you know of life events, items of celebration or concern, that should be remembered by our church community, please contact LaRilla Combs.

Your Computer

We have reduced the number of print
In Touch’s from over 200 to right
around 100 as more and more of our
members opt for the electronic version delivered to their email box! This
is great news as we try to reduce our
paper consumption and save money!
If you would prefer to receive this
newsletter electronically (or would
like to switch back to receiving a
paper copy in the mail), please contact
Kat, our capable office manager, at
officemanager@firstuu net and let her
know your peferences.

Esteemed World Music Group To Perform at First UU on Nov. 12
The music of Trevor Stewart and Earthlines has been hailed as groundbreaking
The group consists of a unique combination of instruments from around the world including the
Chapman Stick, Native American flute, didgeridoo, steel drums and percussion. They will perform a
concert at First Unitarian Universalist Church of Wichita on Friday, Nov. 12 at 7 p.m. Admission is
free with a suggested donation of $10.
The group earned a standing ovation for their performance at the celebrated Walnut Valley Festival
in 2009 and 2010. Their first album titled ‘Dreamwalking’ is the soundtrack to a documentary titled
‘Return to PrairyErth’ which stars New York Times bestselling author William Least Heat-Moon, the
author of the famous travel book ‘Blue Highways.’
The group is led by Trevor Stewart who plays the Chapman Stick, an odd-shaped American instrument which is the
equivalent of playing two guitars simultaneously. Despite the novel instrumentation, “The intent of the music is to speak
to the heart” explains Stewart “all of the musicians in the group share the belief that music can uplift and inspire us, take
us on a journey and in some cases even be a remedy for illness.”
According to zonemusicreporter.com, ‘Dreamwalking’ has reached the Top 10 on New Age radio playlists. The album has
been heard on the nationally syndicated radio programs ‘Hearts of Space’ and ‘Echoes’ where it reached the top 25. Their
music is heard frequently on the Nightcrossing’s radio program on 90.1 KHCC and on 89.3 KCUR in Kansas City.
Bill Tammeus, former faith columnist for the Kansas City Star writes of a recent performance “The music [of Trevor
Stewart and Earthlines] washed over me like baptism water.” The Earthlines also hope that every opportunity to perform
together can be as uplifting of an event as it is unique for the audience.
For more information, contact Trevor Stewart at 316-267-7871 or email tevornote@gmail.com. To hear samples of the
music you can visit www.myspace.com/trevorstewart.
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Minister’s Musings

It Gets Better: Reflections on
Negotiating the “Big Impossible”

Yes, it gets better. But it gets better only if and when we get
better. After all, we, as in you and me, are it. Of course, the
heartbreaking epidemic of childhood suicides recently in
the news ought to be enough to rouse any still sleeping from
the dream that things as they stand are okay. How can we bear to witness our
children paying with their lives for the failure of society to protect them? How
have we not noticed, or why have we countenanced the hateful behavior that too
often ends in tragedy? To begin to answer that question, we must first analyze
and then renegotiate the Big Impossible.
The “Big Impossible” is how the Fox Indians of Papua, New Guinea name
manhood. Why? Because they meditated on the social reality that entry into the
privileged elite of “manhood” is granted only to those who triumph in a series
of brutal, socially dictated rites of passage. It is a socialization process which
requires that qualities such as tenderness, compassion, and emotional literacy be
sacrificed in exchange for traits such as stoicism, cruelty, and emotional illiteracy. Those who prevail, the guy/guys, go on to dominate their society, its women
and children, its animals, and its other resources, animate and inanimate. But, in
fact, the victor is vanquished by his so-called victory because he is bound to an
impossible standard. Unending anxiety is his psychological inheritance because
he exists in perpetual competition with all other comers; he knows that at any
moment some “new kid on the block” is destined to come along, eclipse his performance, and diminish his status. Therefore, he trusts no one, achieves true intimacy with no one, and loves no one. Then, the final irony: as Time’s grip erodes
his capacity to dominate others, he finds himself locked in a losing competition
with the ultimate other, himself, albeit a self from whom he has been estranged
by two factors – inevitable age and bankruptcy of spiritual insight.
But this dog-eat-dog paradigm of contingent dominance by virtue of brute force
and athletic prowess, so pervasive in human societies, can be found elsewhere.
We need not look far. It is everywhere in the animal kingdom. The alpha male,
by defeating all others in fierce combat, establishes primacy. And, once having
ascended to power, he retains his precarious status by being vigilant, intolerant,
and bellicose. His mating rituals, bound by rigid social hierarchy, are ferocious,
dangerous to himself and others, and even sometimes fatal. But is the replication
of norms prevalent in amphibious, reptilian, and myriad other brutish societies
what humans are called to do?
My answer is no; animalistic behavior is befitting animals, not humans. As
humans we have a higher calling – to create societies whose norms transform
brutality and cruelty into love and justice by extirpating the root cause of bad
behavior. Yet we live in and tolerate a culture of cruelty that is characterized
by bullying and harassment. Especially among the young who are vulnerable
and innocent, this culture of cruelty produces anguish, distrust, and despair and
leads finally to homicidal or genocidal outbursts, or to suicidal ideation and its
resultant acts of self destruction. The stench of untreated disease in human relations has become prevalent. Heartbreak and dysfunction have become prevalent.
Cruelty and violence has become prevalent. We have come to accept as normal
a culture of cruelty. Can we doubt this? In addition to the immediate tragedies –
the suicides of Asher Brown, Tyler Clementi, and Phoebe Prince, all victims of
bullying, consider other symptoms of the culture of cruelty: periodic episodes
of mass murders such as occurred at Virginia Tech, Virginia; Nickel Mines, PA;
[Minister’s Musings, continued on page 6]
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Prairie Star
District Awards

From Karen Hirsch, Chair
PSD Awards Committee
Every spring at the district conference,
the Prairie Start District acknowledges
hard-working UUers who bring life
and vitality to our congregations.
Maybe this year somebody from
YOUR congregation will be honored
with an award! If you believe that
someone from your group qualifies for
one of these awards, why not nominate
him/her?
You can find the nomination forms at

www.psduua.org/Awards/Awards
1. PSD Social Justice Award: For
someone (youth or adult) who witnesses to the ideals of social justice
and responsibility.
2. Unsung UU Award: For a UU
whose lifetime actions inspire, support, and express Unitarian Universalism.
3. O. Eugene Pickett Award: For
a congregation which has made an
outstanding contribution to the growth
of UU.
4. Keeping the Faith Awards: For
someone who has worked to keep UU
alive in his/her community and who
touches the lives of congregation and
community members in a positive
way.
5. Ellie Morton Award: For a person
who has made a significant contribution to UU religious education.
6. Betty Gorshe Heritage Award: For
someone who has made a significant
contribution to preserving, understanding, and celebrating our UU history.
Completed nomination forms may be
sent to:
Sarah Greene, District Administrator
122 W. Franklin Ave. Suite #303
Minneapolis, MN 55404
Completed forms may also be sent
to her electronically at: sgreene@
psduua.org
Due date: January 31
www.FirstUU.net

First UU February Fundraiser: Save the Date!

A First UU fundraiser event is in the works for February 11 and 12, 2011.
The event will feature a two-night production of a new Valentine’s
Day themed play by church members Annie and Richard Welsbacher with the Vagabond Players, a new Wichita theatre group.
Funds will go to support First UU’s Betty Welsbacher Leadership Fund. Each performance, to be held at the Grand Chapel at
828 N. Broadway, will include hors d’oeuvres and an open bar.
More information to come soon, but be sure to mark February
11-12 on your calendar now for a great Valentine’s Day event!

RE Corner: Asking

the BIG Questions

Where do we come from? What are we? Where are we going? Can we ever
solve life’s mystery? How can I know what to believe? These are some of the
Big Questions being explored by our Middle and High School students in RE.
Our focus this year for all children and youth is on what it means to be a Unitarian Universalist. The older students respond, react and comment to questions
posed in the “Riddle and Mystery” curriculum. The intent is to give reflective,
generous responses that will help all seekers to their own understanding within
the philosophical and theological frameworks expressed in the UU Principles
and Sources. One way they’re doing that is by creating a broadcast for WCUU,
which function as the call letters of an imaginary television station, Wisdom of
the Community of Unitarian Universalists. Watch for a roving camera person
coming YOUR way soon!
“Toolbox of Faith” invites 3rd through 5th graders to reflect on the qualities
of our UU faith, such as integrity, courage, and love, as tools they can use in
living their lives and building their own faith. Each of the lessons uses a tool
as a metaphor for an important quality of our faith. So far, they have added to
their toolbox a: ruler representing rules and promises; a magnifying glass which
invites them to question and look deeper; a compass for integrity and our inner
moral compass; and duct tape for flexibility in one’s understanding and beliefs.
The session on Duct Tape alone encourages children to develop and open mind,
a flexible faith, and the ability to live with changeable answers. Wow, is this cool
stuff or what?
Our Kindergarten through 2nd graders are embarking on a pilgrimage of faith,
exploring how UU translates into life choices and everyday actions through
their participation in “Faithful Journeys.” They hear historic and contemporary
examples of UU faith in action. Through sessions structured around the UU
Principles, they learn that our Principles are not a dogma, but a credo that individuals can affirm with many kinds of actions.
The first lesson demonstrated our belief in the inherent worth of dignity of all.
The next lesson entitled Unconditional Love: a Gift from our Universal Heritage
demonstrated the need to respect everyone. Include everyone was the focus of
the session entitled Welcome Superman. And coming up, they will learn the
importance of being fair and working for justice as they cooperate in a group
activity.
We encourage parents and congregation members to not only ask our children
and youth, but also ourselves, “What acts have you done throughout the week
that reflect our UU principles?” It is my strong belief that there is much we can
learn from one another.
Peace and Love,
Denise Jackson-Simon (DRE)
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Announcement from the
Worship Committee:

How joyful are you to have “Joys
& Sorrows” sharing as a part of our
Sunday service? How sorrowful would
you be if it went away?
Would you like Joys & Sorrows to
a.) be shorter
b.) be longer
c.) remain a weekly feature
d.) become a monthly feature
e.) disappear all together
These are more rhetorical questions
than direct-response questions, but the
point is this: There seems to be some
discontent from time to time about
Joys & Sorrows and some suggestions for changes have been circulating in our church. We on the Worship
Committee would like to challenge the
congregation to be consistently mindful of the intention for this portion of
the service: to briefly and concisely
share significant personal trials, tribulations, and triumphs that impact our
lives in order to lean on each other for
compassion and support and to build
a sense of community. At least, as a
relative newcomer with two years’
membership at 1st UU, that’s what I
think Joys & Sorrows is meant to be.
I know you’ll set me straight if I’m
wrong about that! ;)
As a speech instructor, I try to teach
my students to consider their audience
and adapt the message accordingly. I
think this is applicable advice for our
Joys & Sorrows sharing as well. This
may mean self-editing some times and
sharing additional detail in a more interpersonal fashion (one-on-one) after
the service. To me personally, Joys &
Sorrows is a meaningful part of the
service and I’d like to see it remain.
If you feel differently, however, the
worship committee welcomes your
feedback.
Suzanna Mathews

I’m a Unitarian Universalist:
The bedrock of my faith is an
unshakeable belief that
your guess is as good as mine.
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Veganism Workshop

“Are you interested in adding more plant based foods to your diet? Are you
concerned about what we are doing to our earth and the other creatures with
whom we share this planet? Or are you just curious – what is a vegan, and what
the heck do they eat, anyway???
Then I hope you’ll join us (Heather Merchant and myself) for a workshop exploring various aspects of veganism on Saturday, November 6, from 10 a.m. to
approximately 2 p.m. at the church. We’ll start with a definition of the various
forms of vegetarianism and briefly discuss the history. We will also talk about
the various reasons people go vegan, including ecological, health, social justice,
and ethical issues. We’ll cover various aspects of veganism, including food,
clothing, animal testing and research, animals in entertainment, and companion
animals.
We will also discuss some of the social aspects of veganism and “veganizing”
the holidays. We will provide a listing of resources – local, online, and print. We
will conclude with a lunch, so we need RSVPs to plan on how much food to fix.
We’re asking for a $5 donation to help cover the cost of the food. But, if you
can’t afford the $5, don’t let that stop you! Please come anyway – just remember
to let me know that you’re attending. Everyone is welcome, regardless of your
current dietary preferences.
Contact Dianne Waltner for more info or to RSVP at 946-1115, or email dwaltner@sbcglobal.net

Like History? By Kat Allee

On Wednesday, Oct. 6, a woman named Pat Vale-Reel stopped by the First Unitarian Universalist Church of Wichita office. She had called me a few weeks ago
with some information regarding (what she thought was) our church’s history.
As it turns out, her ancestor, Walter S. Vail, was the founding minister of the
First Universalist Church here in Wichita in 1893 and served as minister there
until 1896! She gave me a picture of him, and copies of some old documents
from his term there as minister — an Order of Service from a church service
in the 1890s, information on where he presided during his ministerial years,
and more. She said she originally discussed some of this information with Joe
Brewer three years ago (she was under the impression that Walter Vail had been
a minister here at the First Unitarian Church).
Until we find someone who can assist with this project, associated donations and
materials will be kept in the Church Historian mail box in our library.
Our church library includes a very well-documented history of the church, and
with information like this still flowing in, we would love to have a church historian to keep track of everything!
Very wise men and women reiterate that to know your future, you must know
your past! I hope you will consider this wonderful opportunity to help First UU
take a step forward into our future through this window into the past!
Sound interesting? Contact the church office to find out more! 684-3481 or office@firstuu.net.

Eclectic Readers

The Nine

On Nov. 19 at 11:30 a.m., we will discuss The Nine: Inside the Secret World of
the Supreme Court, a 2007 non-fiction book by legal analyst Jeffrey Toobin.
Based in part on exclusive interviews with the justices and former law clerks,
Toobin profiles the justices of the United States Supreme Court, the functioning
of that institution, and how it has changed over the years.

www.FirstUU.net

Every Month at First UU

Full Moon Dances are open to both women and men. Join in the dance to
connect with the earth’s power, celebrate the elements, and discover your
personal power. Information: Kathy Hull, 267-3860.
New Moon Circle meets at the church. Intended to complement the Full
Moon Dances, we offer this time to gather on the New Moon for study,
meditation, and ritual exploration of earth-centered spiritual growth. Tues.
9/7, 7 p.m. Information: Kathy Hull, 267-3860.
Eclectic Readers group meet the 3rd Friday of the month at 11:30 a.m. at
the church. Contact: Del Smith, 612-0826
Book Discussion Group meets on the second Wednesday of each month
at 7:30 p.m. at the home of Joe Brewer, 2531 N Roosevelt. You are
welcome to attend whether or not you have read the book. Information:
686-8575
Ethical Eating group meets the second Monday of every month at 6:30
p.m. Meal followed/accompanied by round table discussion. Bring a
vegan dish to share! Contact Dianne Waltner, 946-1115, or dwaltner@
sbcglobal.net, for additional information.
Monday Movie Night meets the Third Monday at 7 p.m. Critically acclaimed movies. Kathryn Vernon selects the films and leads the discussion after each showing. Series coordinator, Kathryn Vernon, 210-2731.
Membership Committee meets the 4th Sunday at 10 a.m.
Personnel Committee meets the 4th Sunday at 10:15 a.m. in the library.
Dinners for Eight. Date varies. Contact Maxine Wells, 681-0442 or Marcia Ellsworth, 688-5352.
Music Committee meets the fourth Sunday following service.

Every Week at First UU

Southwind Sangha Zen Buddhist Meditation meets at the church.
Introductory session, 7 p.m., first Wednesday of each month. Also meets
8-9 a.m. on Sundays, 6-7 p.m. on Mondays, 7-8 p.m. on Wednesdays and
6-6:45 p.m. on Thursdays. Half-day retreat on third Saturdays, 8 a.m. to
noon. Information: www.southwindsangha.org, or Kathryn Riley, 6848819, or Del Smith, 612-0826.
Tai Chi classes on Tuesdays at 7 p.m. Cost: $5 per class. Dress comfortably. Information: David Larsen, 612-4726 or davidlarsen@sbcglobal.net
Adult RE meets Sunday mornings at 9:30 a.m. in the southwest corner
R.E. room. Current topic: Skeptics and Believers. Contact: Corey Swertfager, 201-6921
Meditation and Book Discussion on Tuesdays at 6 p.m. Contact: Bob
Feleppa, 304-9170

Book Discussion Group
Next Up: The

Lacuna, A Novel

The Book Discussion Group, which meets at the home of Joe Brewer, will be
talking about The Lacuna, A Novel, by Barbara Kingsolver.
In her most accomplished novel, Barbara Kingsolver takes us on an epic journey
from the Mexico city of Artists Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo to the America of
Pearl Harbor, FDR, and J. Edgar Hoover.
The Lacuna is a poignant story of a man pulled between two nations as they
invent their modern identities. You are welcome to join us on Wednesday, Nov.
10, for lively debate about this most interesting book.
www.FirstUU.net

READING: It’s the
Bright Thing to Do!
By LaRilla Combs and Del Smith

First Unitarian Universalist’s Chalice
Bookstore stands ready to help all
members, friends and visitors to do
that Right Bright Thing: Read!
We’re planning an exciting sale in December. And we need your help! Look
around your house, find books, DVDs,
CDs, and other small items which
would be suitable for “regifting” and
donate them to the sale.
“Regifting” is perfectly appropriate
and quite green, in keeping with our
UU philosophy. Think of it as AntiWhite Elephant. A special feature this
year will be UU-themed items for your
shopping pleasure. Look for details before the December Sale, which we’re
planning to run on Sundays, December
5, 12 and 19.
The Used Bookstore will be having
another “Basket of Bargains” sale in
November. And, as always, we are
happy to make special orders from
the UUA Bookstore Catalog for you.
Ordering through the Bookstore provides a bit of income for the Church’s
Operating Budget and you, the purchaser, get a break on shipping costs.
Certainly a win-win!
We’re happy to answer any questions
about the Chalice Bookstore. The
December Sale is in early planning
stages. If you’d like to help with it,
let us know! One or both of us can be
found at church most Sundays.

Monday Movie Night

The Lives of Others

On Monday, Nov. 15 at 7 p.m., we will
view The Lives of Others.
“Set in 1980s East Berlin, director Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck’s debut feature (which earned an Oscar for
Best Foreign Language Film) provides
an exquisitely nuanced portrait of life
under the watchful eye of the state police. When a successful playwright and
his actress companion become subjects of the Stasi’s secret surveillance
program, their friends, family – and
even those doing the watching – find
their lives forever changed.”
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President’s Report By Trina Wheeler

October is nearly over and I’m 1/3rd of the way into my term as President.So far so good.The board had to say goodbye
to one of our members, Nicole Kaempfe resigned this month due to a new job that requires such frequent travel that she
wasn’t able to attend meetings.Congratulations on the new job, Nicole! Along with loss of a valued member came the
addition of a new member.The board appointed Jean Vaughn to fill the vacancy left by Nicole’s resignation.According to
the bylaws, Jean’s appointment is temporary until the Nominating Committee presents a new slate of candidates for this
unexpired term at the mid-year congregational meeting.
Fortunately for us, Jean was able to join the board in time for our retreat which took place Oct 15th and 16th.The board
and Rev. Carter, with the help of Rev. Thea Nietfeld as facilitator, met for a day and a half to prioritize our goals for the
coming year and to covenant with one another about how we will work together to achieve our goals.I’ll be saying more
about the outcome from the retreat in the near future.
[Minister’s Musings, continued from page 2]
So, where does the culture of cruelty originate? As Balzac wrote, “Cruelty and
Just a reminder for persons who attend
fear shake hands together.” Does not the culture of cruelty arise from fear? It
Sunday Meditation Classes: Meditatakes a great deal of cowardliness, however well masked, and a brew of several
tion Classes are NOT held on the first
other equally ignoble ingredients, for a bigger and stronger person to bully and
Sunday of the month.
harass a smaller, weaker one, or for a group to collectively assault a lone indiTo all Meditation Students – Save the
vidual. And, if cruelty springs from fear, is not fear the child of ignorance? If
we would stem the tide of hate, a good place to begin is with education towards
Date for Sunday, November 7th!
building stronger and better character in our population. It is possible to transJoshua Greene will lead a presentation
form ignorance through the process of knowledge.
at 9:30 a.m. for students of all three
For example, are we not convinced of the truth that all existences are bound in a Meditation Classes. He will discuss
web of interdependence, and that when even one is abused, all suffer? If so, then his personal experiences practicing
the Science of Yoga. Look for further
can we not help others to see that we are all accountable for our actions, that
word as the date gets closer!
persons or groups invariably injures themselves when they injure others? Can
we not show the parable of reaping and sowing to be more than an unsubstantiHe’ll also be speaking in the Sunday
ated fiction, but a demonstrable, materially evident fact of life substantiated by
Service at 11 a.m. on that same day
nature everyday in its laws of action and reaction? Aren’t good ideas based on
about the Unitarian Universalist’s Role
truth, when acted upon, able to improve and uplift humankind? Ida B. Wells
in Stimulating Interest in the Science
thought so. Suffragist, investigative journalist, and social reformer her activism
of Yoga in the West.
helped create a better world. Sociologist, historian, and author, W.E.B. DuBois
Joshua Greene will also be speakquickened human evolution by his literature and social reform work. American
ing at Newman University on Friday,
transcendentalist Margaret Fuller and celebrated suffragist/human rights activist November 5th, and at Congregation
Susan B. Anthony each changed the world by acting on the conviction that apEmmanu-El on Saturday, November
plied knowledge trumps ignorance. Later, Mohandas Gandhi, and still later Dr.
6th. If you have interest in attending/
King were successful in demonstrating that same truth on related but different
obtaining more details about either
battlefields.
of these lectures, contact the church
Love, unlike ignorance, which affords no light, shines. And unlike ignorance,
office.
love arises from a different, sublime lineage. Love springs forth a child of
Joshua Greene is a respected author,
conscience and will. What are conscience and will? Conscience and will are the
whose books include “Gita Wisdom”
offspring of true knowledge. And true knowledge flowers where there is perand “Here Comes the Sun: A Biogsistent self observation coupled with a free and responsible search for truth and
raphy of George Harrison” (a close
meaning. The truth is simple to grasp: bullying and harassment are hate crimes.
friend of Joshua Greene’s and also a
Even when the perpetrators are young people, bullying and harassment are hate
practitioner of the Science of Yoga).
crimes. The truth is that too many leaders have turned a blind eye on the culture
These books are available at local
of cruelty for too long. Such willful ignorance must stop. Instead, let us cultivate
bookstores, and come highly recomknowledge through the free and responsible search for truth, and create institutions wherein truth and justice are cherished and protected. Let us strive to over- mended by Reverend Carter.
As always, feel free to contact me in
throw the tyranny of ignorance and fear by standing on the side of love, as our
the office with any questions at (316)
above-listed, illustrious predecessors did. Yes, it gets better. It gets better by our
getting better, by our cultivation of knowledge, and by our careful distillation of 684-3481.
wisdom, which is the harvest of knowledge. And then, by our love, by deliberate Kat Allee, Office Manager, First UU
acts of courage prompted by love, we can change the world. That is how it gets
better.

Meditation Class Update
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Return Service Requested

Sunday Programs at First UU

9:30 a.m. Adult Religious Exploration
11:00 a.m. Children’s RE and Nursery
11:00 a.m. Worship Service

Upcoming Services

November 7 — Joshua Greene:
The Yogi Tradition and
Unitarian Universalism
November 14 — Rev. David Carter
November 21 — Intergenerational
		
Service with RE Kids
November 28 — TBA

White Elephant Gift Exchange on Dec. 12
Our annual holiday gift exchange is always a lot of fun!
Join us this year for silliness and snacks (probably) on
Sunday, Dec. 12, at the church. More details forthcoming
in next month’s issue.
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Vision Statement
It is our vision:

To be a growing, inclusive,
vital congregation that encourages
shared values amidst differing beliefs
and nurtures creative exploration of
intellectual and spiritual paths.
To be a visible community leader that
promotes human equity and compassion,
and celebrates life through the arts.

Mission Statement

Our mission, consistent with
Unitarian Universalist principles,
is to provide a joyful, safe,
healing environment
where diversity is embraced.
We will inspire and uplift the whole
person through enriching programs
and services for all ages, and serve the
larger community through social action
and active promotion of the arts.

www.FirstUU.net

